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W E L C O M E

Hey There!

As the world becomes more blended, we are

celebrating the ways weddings are following

suit. Traditions come alive in weddings

worldwide and multicultural weddings are a

beautiful display of cultures blending together.

 

Whether you're newly engaged or just love to

soak in wedding inspiration - we've curated

examples of real multicultural and interfaith

weddings just for you. We hope you love learning

about these traditions as much as we did!

 

This guide is intended to:

inspire,

educate,

and celebrate.

 

In Love & Service, 

Represent Love + Blended Bliss
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T o p  T i p s

Discuss your vision with your partner - do you
even want traditions in your wedding?

Assess different traditions - which are
nonnegotiable and which are less important to you?

Consider your family - do you want their input or
help in choosing/executing traditions?

Look at your budget and venue - what traditions can
you scale up or down based on these parameters?

Think about your guests - what traditions would be
fun or less important for them to participate in?

Have fun! Traditions are a special way to mark
the wedding - why not enjoy them?
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The Ceremony

In Orthodox Christian ceremonies, the couple is crowned to
symbolize the glory of marriage that is being bestowed on

them by God.

This is the main section of your wedding and can be

infused with a host of traditions!

- Making An Entrance

- Cultural Rituals

- Religious Rituals
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In many Western
countries, fathers
walk their
daughters down an
aisle of guests to
the wedding
ceremony.

Making An Entrance

To get to their wedding,
Thai grooms must pass
through a series of

'gates', ropes held by the
bride's female friends and

family that can only be
removed if he pays a price

or takes a dare.
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Indian and Pakistani grooms arrive at their weddings
in a baraat, an elaborate procession with singing,

dancing, sometimes even an elephant (or cousin) ride.
 

Making An Entrance
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In Morocco the bride is
carried into her wedding on
an amaria, an elegant
platform carried by 4-6
strong men and an entourage
called a negafa.

In Arab weddings,
specifically those in

Egypt, newlywed couples
enter their reception with

a zaffa, a boisterous
parade of musicians,

dancers and swordsmen.

In Mexican weddings,
especially those in San
Miguel de Allende,
newlyweds and guests
transition from the
wedding to reception with
a callejoneada, a parade
with singing, dancing and
tequila accompanied by a
burro and large puppets.

Making An Entrance
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During their wedding,
First Nations couples
are wrapped in a
single blanket,
representing their
unity

While recessing
from their
wedding ceremony,
African American
couples jump over
a broom to pay
tribute to their
history

Cultural
Rituals
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During their wedding ceremony,
Persian couples sit at a Sofreh-ye
Aghd, an elaborate table with food
and items that symbolize health,
love and good-fortune.

During Russian
wedding ceremonies,
the couple each
takes a bite from a
loaf of bread; the
person who takes the
biggest bite is the
head of the family!

Cultural Rituals
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Religious Rituals

In Christian
weddings, the couple
participates in a
feet washing
ceremony which is
calls back to Jesus
washing the feet of
his disciples.

During Sikh ceremonies, the couple holds a cloth and circles
the officiant who sings the Laavaan, or four hymns of a

wedding ceremony.
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Religious Rituals

In Baha'i weddings,
no one person

officiates it; the
couple performs it

themselves by saying
a holy verse in the

presence of
witnesses.

At the end of a Jewish
wedding ceremony, the
groom(s) brakes a glass
symbolising the
destruction of the
Temple of Jerusalem and
starting the party.

At Buddhist wedding
ceremonies, monks offer
a blessing for the
couple's life ahead
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The reception is often about pleasing your guests

and getting down to party! Couples often include

symbolic activities and games to add fun. But there

are also opportunities to add cultural touches.

Combine your traditional foods in either a buffet

of mixed dishes or even your own fusion dishes. Or

have the DJ create a playlist featuring songs from

both your backgrounds. 

The Reception

During Indian receptions, the bride's friends and sisters
steal the groom's shoes and return them only for a ransom fee

in a Joota Chupai.
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Activities

During German
receptions,

the newly weds
work together
to cut a log
to show they
can do hard

tasks together

During American
receptions, the
bride tosses her
bouquet to a
group of women;
whoever catches
it is said to
marry next.
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Activities

At Greek receptions,
guests celebrate the
couple throwing away
their single lives by

smashing plates

Just as Mexican
weddings are
dying down, comes
the Crazy Hour,
or Hora Loca, in
which performers
and costumes
appeal for the
party to get
popping again
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Food

Tacos are a
delicious way
to celebrate
Latin heritage

Brazilian weddings often
feature lux dessert spreads,
always with special cookies

called bem casados

Sushi is a
beautiful way to
incorporate
Japanese culture
into the feast.
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Food

Cakes pop when decorated
with Zulu patterns and a
couple in traditional dress

Cake are sometimes
decorated with the
Chinese symbol for
double happiness
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Music & Dance

The guests at Chinese receptions are treated to a dance
with huge Lion and Dragon puppets that symbolize good luck.

In Maori weddings,
guests perform the
Haka, a ceremonial
dance used to
intimidate enemies
or welcome special
guests
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Music & Dance The Jewish Hora dance is done
by guests lifting the bride
and groom on chairs while
they hold onto a handkerchief

During Nigerian
receptions,
guests shower
the newlyweds
with money to
show their love
and support in a
Money Spray
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Whether for the ceremony or the reception, or a
pre-engagement shoot, some couples choose to wear
the traditional clothing of their heritage, or

their partners traditional clothing, to symbolise
joining their family traditions.

Outfits

In Ethiopia, Kabas are traditional capes worn by the
bride and groom on their wedding day
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Kenya

South Korea

Indonesia Scottish

Chinese American
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did someone say

quick change?

This stylish couple
slayed not one but
three outfits that
payed homage to their
Indian and Nigerian
background and the
bride's Christian
religion. And yes,
that's three
ceremonies!
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All In The Details

If you are a fan of weddings, you'll know this

principal truth: It's all in the details! And there

are many elements of a wedding where you can add

the extra personal touch:

- Invites

- Programs

- Decor
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Gorgeous commissioned invites featuring

Arabic spot calligraphy



The invites are a great opportunity to

showcase the blended nature of your union.

You can play with colors, illustrations,

symbols/icons, font and layout to reflect

this and present your guests with something

new that they haven’t seen before to get

them hyped about attending your wedding

Invites
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Invites

Have you thought about

bilingual invites?

Factoring in the language

of your guests on invites

will be appreciated but

also show the

multicultural nature of

your union.

Shoutout to

www.idobilingual.com who

specialise in exceptional

bilingual paper invites

... and because we also

live in a digital age -

they have also thought

about bilingual wedding

websites.
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Destination wedding in your/your partner's home country?
 

Use the opportunity to personalise and embellish
the invite pack for your travelling guests!

 
Here's an example of a custom African themed wedding
suite. Hire a professional, or if you have the skills,

design your own!

Invites
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Is your wedding going to involve traditions and
rituals that your guests may not be aware of?

Help them out with a visual program on the day!
Illustrations can help guests follow along and
understand the significance and symbolism behind each
part - even when not all your guests are from the
culture.

Programs

and on the day?
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Table Setting

Here are a few ideas for
how to add sweet cultural

touches to your table
setting so that guests get
a delightful surprise when
they get seated for dinner

African wax print (ankara)
tablecloth and napkins

 Red is important in
Chinese weddings because it
symbolises fortune. These

favour boxes are a cute way
to add that pop of red to

your table.

For that 'something blue'
in the American tradition,
how about a mini globe?
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Lighting
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String lights and
Mexican paper art
(papel picado) are
all that's needed
to create this
dreamy setting

Beautiful colourful
Moroccan lamps hand
from the ceiling to

add something
special



In many cultures, a wedding is not just a single

ceremony - it includes a variety of events

leading up to the big day. Do you or your

partner have special traditions you can weave

into a longer wedding calendar?

Pre-Wedding Events

Muslim weddings are kicked off by the signing of a nikah, or
marriage contact, which outlines marital agreements 
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Chinese couples serve tea to their
families during a pre-wedding ceremony to

symbolise the union of the families.

Before American weddings, the couple's families
practice the ceremony then share a meal and give
speeches in an event called a Rehearsal Dinner.
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Before their wedding, Indian couples
enjoy a Haldi, a celebration in which
the couple is cleansed with turmeric.
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Please share this guide freely!
Like love, this collaboration is ever-growing

and we plan to release a second guide on
Loving Day 12th July 2022.

 
If there is a tradition or culture you'd like

to see represented OR if you'd like to
feature in our next edition:

 
Please submit them to blendedxbliss@gmail.com
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more to come ...
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...

This guide was a collaboration by

Blended Bliss and Represent Love.

Represent Love is the first organisation that focuses

on the experiences of interracial and intercultural

couples. Guided by the belief that diversity in love

should be celebrated not shamed, Represent Love

provides resources to support and empower couples,

and unite people that stand against prejudice and

discrimination.

Blended Bliss is a platform celebrating all the ways

couples blend their cultures, religions and

ethnicities into their weddings. Bringing diversity

to the wedding industry, Blended Bliss is a resource

and community for couples seeking inspiration while

planning their unique weddings.




